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Dear Dr. Wilson,
It gives me great pleasure to inform you that EMBO has awarded you a Scientific Exchange
Grant to support your visit of the lab of Philipp Kukura in Oxford, for 90 days.
According to the current rates for the United Kingdom, the total stipend for the grant will
amount to €9,000.00; in addition, you will receive a fixed, one-time payment of €800.00 to
cover part of your travel expenses.
(1) Acceptance of this award must be confirmed within 30 days of the date of this letter; the
grant offer is only valid for that period of time.
(2) Additionally, we need to know the details of your bank account including (a) the name and
address of the bank, (b) the account number and name of the account holder, and (c) the
SWIFT/BIC code and IBAN code if available from your bank. To complete this information,
please use the form attached to the email. Payment will be arranged one week before your
departure. Please note that the grant cannot be transferred to intermediate/corresponding
banks.
(3) EMBO Scientific Exchange Grant recipients are required to inform our office immediately
if any delays or changes to their plans arise. The dates of your visit on your original
application are 3 October 2022 to 1 January 2023. We would like to know if these dates are
still valid. EMBO requires a refund in the event your proposed visit is canceled or shortened.
(4) Please confirm to us that you will immediately return to your home institute following your
research visit, for a minimum of 6 consecutive months.
(5) If you will receive any other funding from another organisation for the same research visit,
you must inform our office.
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Remember that EMBO requires a final scientific report detailing your research during your
fellowship; this should be succinct, but is a requirement of the fellowship. Within six months
of completion of the fellowship, the report should be returned to the EMBO Fellowship Office
(fellowships@embo.org), together with a letter from your home institute confirming your
return for at least six months.
All research activities supported by EMBO must comply with fundamental ethical and
research integrity principles. In line with our commitment to these principles, we provide free
access to an online course on research integrity to all EMBO awardees. Successful
completion of the course is strongly encouraged by EMBO.
After accepting the grant, you will receive instructions on how to register for the course.
Financial support for this award is provided by the General Programme of the European
Molecular Biology Conference.
Yours sincerely,

Kelly Sheehan-Rooney
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